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Company: HAYS

Location: Speke

Category: other-general

Structural Engineering Technician based in Speke, either CAD or Revit

Your new company

Your new company is an international multidisciplinary consultancy creating the spaces and

places where people live, play and work. Designing buildings for key clients in the

residential, commercial, education, industrial and health sectors for prestigious clients

including the Metropolitan Police Service and London Borough of Hackney and

University of Manchester create an incredible stream of work across every region of the UK.

Your new role

Your new role will be that of a Structural Technician, joining the award-winning Building

Structures team based in Speke. You will be responsible for the production and checking of

structural engineering drawings, 3-dimensional building models, reinforcement schedules and

specifications for buildings and associated structural engineering works. Occasional you will be

required to undertake site visits, to carry out surveys and inspections.

What you'll need to succeed

In order to succeed you will need a minimum of around 4 years' industry experience,

although more important is experience producing drawings in the commercial, residential,

education sectors to a high standard. AutoCAD experience is essential and experience of

operating Revit/Navisworks is highly desirable.
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You will need a HNC or BTEC or equivalent qualification in Civil or Structural Engineering,

Building or Construction to succeed in your application.

What you'll get in return

In return you will receive a highly competitive salary in line with your previous experience,

ranging between £35,000 to £50,000 for senior technicians with BIM modelling experience.

Flexible/hybrid working is promoted in your new organisation allowing work from home days

every week, as well as a 37.5 hour working week. You will receive 26 days annual leave + bank

holidays (with the opportunity to buy or sell them).

What you need to do now

If you're interested in this role, click 'apply now' to forward an up-to-date copy of your CV, or

call us now.

If this job isn't quite right for you but you are looking for a new position, please contact us for a

confidential discussion on your career. # 4308407

Apply Now
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